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INTRODUCTION
Ninety years ago the first commercial Christmas tree
cuttings were hauled to New York by ox-cart.
and spruces were early traditional favorites.

The true firs
In 1926,

Eureka, Montana, now called "The Christmas tree capitol of
the world," entered the commercial market with a shipment of
four thousand trees of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia
(Lamarck) Britt,).

Since 1948 a few carloads of lodgepole

pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) have been shipped to the central
states from the Missoula, Montana, area.

These shipments

were prompted by the growing popularity in these areas of
theplantation

grown European Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris L,)

a species with superficial resemblance to lodgepole.

This

paper deals with the suitability and potentialities of lodge
pole pine as a Christmas tree on the national market,
The problem resolves itself into an investigation of
the following points:
1,

Can lodgepole pine satisfy the market demands
as to form of tree, thickness, and color of
foliage?

2.

Will lodgepole retain its needles and maintain
satisfactory coloration for an adequate length
of time?

2
3,

The local industry is based on Douglas-fir.
if lodgepole pine becomes increasingly
important, is the local supply of this species
adequate?

4,

Is the cost in harvesting and shipping lodge
pole prohibitive when balanced against receipts
for the trees?

5,

Will cutting of Christmas trees in the lodgepole
stands reduce the yields of these stands in other
forest products, such as posts, pulp, stulls, and
sawtimber?

Amplification of and background to these points is given in
the discussion that follows.
Discussion of Problem
The Christmas tree consumer desires a tree of conical
form, good needle-holding ability in use, and with thick
foliage of dark green color.

Some variation from these

qualities is acceptable, but in order to be insured of a
ready sale, the tree must rate high on all these points.
The needle-holding ability of a species is important in
determining whether it can compete in an untreated^ state on

^ Treatments such as are described in the Forest
Products Laboratory Technical Note No. 250.
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the national market.

An example of limitation in this

respect is spruce, >vhich must be sold locally or receive
costly treatment prior to shipping.
Inasmuch as lodgepole has received little use as a
Christmas tree to date, it is necessary to determine the
potentialities of the species in these respects.
To the present, most Christmas trees have originated
on timbered lands from natural reproduction.

Exceptions to

this statement such as red pine (Pinus resinosa Ait.), a
native species, and Scotch pine, an exotic, occur in the
eastern and north-central United States.
In view of this, a discussion of lodgepole pine
exploitation with particular reference to the economy of
western Montana must survey the extent of suitable lodgepole
Christmas tree stumpage.

Also, in view of the already well

established Douglas-fir Christmas tree industry in this
region, some attention should be paid to the interrelations
of the supply and potentialities of the two species.
On lands intended to produce the many timber products
necessary for sound forest economy, Christmas trees can be
an important source of additional revenue.

However, success

ful silviculture requires that sufficient numbers of trees
of Christmas tree size be retained for adequate stocking per

4
acre and growth into more valuable products such as posts,
poles, and sawtimber.

What will be the effect on the future

of the lodgepole stands if this species becomes of major
- ,-r
f
’.1 . .
importance as a Christmas treat This question may be of
more concern in the near future should lodgepole, as now
seems reasonable to believe, become a source of pulp supply
in this area.
Only a small proportion of standing trees of a given
j?
P'l I»,.;:'-*;30, .'oo ôo'oo",-oo uo.y , 30-30
species are acceptable, on the basis of form and foliage,
to a critical market.
■'

■ <

•..

In view of this, can a sufficient
.

' . s ' :«

IJ.-

L.

3

.

.

•

_

A

number of Christmas trees be found per acre of young lodgepole stumpage to warrant commercial exploitationf
Justification of the *Study
During the calender year 1Ô48 Montana shipped over
three million Douglas-fir Christmas trees, representing the
second largest cut On record.

Disregarding fluctuations in

the trend during the mid-fortleÈ, the production of Christmaé
trees 'in Montana has been oh the rise since tlié industry
began In l#26i' The'years l#4^^and 1945 were about 3,000,000
trees under tif# lf43 prodùo tioâ and 'In '1#4# ''phOdue tleh llit
an all-time* high of 3,299,400 trees.

There has been a shift

in thè prodho tid# ibf cohnt les dliring re cen t years,

line oln
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and Flathead counties, although by far the largest producers,
are beginning to lose ground.
There are several difficulties involved in maintain
ing and increasing cuts of Douglas-fir,

One has been the

prevalence in occasionally serious proportions of a dis
coloration (browning) and premature defoliation caused by a
fungus (Rhabdooline pseudotsuga).

This partially explains

the low cut of 1947 (2,515,640 trees).

In addition to having

stumpage too badly blighted for immediate use, some question
is raised as to whether counties in which the cuttings have
been concentrated can maintain these rates of cutting.

A

significant trend is the increasing percentage of stumpage
cut from public lands.

Except for 1947, when insufficient

United States Forest Service personnel were available to
administer sales, the stumpage cut from public lands has in
creased until, in 1948, these lands supplied 25 per cent of
the cut*
Even more alarming is the increasing number of reports
from wholesalers in the East that they are having difficulty
getting good trees from Montana.
The eventual adoption of sound management practices
in Christmas tree production in western Montana will put the
industry on a stable basis.

Until this happens it will be

6

difficult to determine any figure for annual cuts of high
quality trees that could be sustained.
Local areas in #hich fir is blighted complicates the
problem of a stable industry based on a sustained yield even
more* particularly in the present period when the effects of
proper management*^ even if it were widely used, would not
be apparent for some years to come.
Lodgepole pine may be needed to augment the supply of
Douglas-fir as an emergency measure; however, it is probable
that it will be desired in its own right by a portion of the
market and lead to the development of an even greater Christmas
tree industry in western Montana,
Beginning about 1940, Scotch pine originating from
planted stock was introduced on the market in the north-central
states.

Since that time there has been a gradual but definite

shift in consumer preference to this species, to the extent
that it is now grown in many Christmas tree plantations in
that region.

Lodgepole resembles Scotch pine closely and this

enabled the lodgepole to be marketed.

At present most of

the lodgepole pine being sold is undoubtedly mismarketed as

2 Management practices as recommended by .lellner
and Roe in their paper.

plantation Scotch pine.

2

Scotch pine will probably be accep

ted by an increasing number of Christmas tree purchasers.

If

lodgepole pine can meet the market standards, can be harvested
early in the fall, and can be shipped long distances, the
western Montana producers should stand ready to share in the
profits.
It is not unreasonable to expect Scotch pine competition
with Montana Douglas-fir in the near future.
on the market in Indiana and Ohio.

Scotch pine is

In 1948 these states

received 105,000 and 17,000 Douglas-fir, respectively, from
Montana.

i\n increase in Scotch pine sales here and in the

adjoining states would be a serious threat to the Montana
fir market, since 81 per cent of Montana’s fir production was
shipped to the Central states in 1948.
It is suggested that our lodgepole pine would be a
logical species to develop in catering to the portion of the
market preferring this type of tree.
Lodgepole pine has, up to the present, been utilized
in more mature forms only.

Telephone and power line poles,

stulls for mines, pulpwood (to some extent and in eastern

3 Scotch pine on the market is now considered of
several types; namely, plantation grown stock, considered of
better color and form because of the spacing, and "wild grown"
Scotch pine. However, being an introduced exotic, all this
pine is still from planted seedling stock.

8

Montana only), posts, sawtimber, and firewood has been the
extent of lodgepole pine utilization.

It has not been con

sidered a highly valued tree and has been given comparatively
little attention in forest management.'

However, with the

increased, and closer, utilization to come, these stands will
be managed more intensively.

To show profit under the inten

sive management needed for high wood volume yields per acre
there must be a market for the products of cuttings during
the early life of the stands.

If some of the lodgepole re

moved in early thinnings could be sold as Christmas trees,
the proceeds would help to make lodgepole management a finan
cial success.
Review of Literature
No publications of any sort that deal with the prob
lem of lodgepole pine for Christmas trees were found.

Answers

to inquiries put to the Universities of Idaho, Utah, Colorado,
and Wyoming, state that no work on this subject has been or
is being carried on by any of these institutions.

The lit

erature, then, is of necessity confined to publications deal
ing with Scotch pine,^ and publications dealing with the
western Montana Christmas tree industry which is based on
Douglas-fir.
4 Scotch pine is considered because of its physical
similarity to lodgepole pine.
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J, A. Cope, in M s bulletin on Christmas tree farming,
points out that in recent years pine has been appearing on
the Christmas tree market.

He has had personal experience

with Scotch pine on his Christmas tree plantation ar.d is of
the opinion that if the height growth of Scotch pine is
slowed down by pruning, this species has distinct possibilities
88 a Christmas tree.

Cope lists as disadvantages of Scotch

pine its susceptibility to snow damage when young, and its
loss of color during the winter season.

It has the advantage

of good needle retention and rapid growth.

In conclusion

Cope recommends Scotch pine as one of the species to be planted
in a Christmas tree plantation.
circular by the School of agriculture, Pennsylvania

A.

State College, notes that Scotch pine is now becoming very
popular on the Christmas tree market.

This circular reiterates

the advantages and disadvantages as listed by Cope with the
pleasing type of branching given as an additional advantage.
/articles by /orthur M. Sowder in the 1949 Yearbook of
Agriculture bring out some statistics on the production of
Scotch pine.

He lists the estimated annual production of

Scotch pine at 806,925 which he contends is three per cent of
the total annual Christmas tree production in the United
States.

Sowder also lists Scotch pine as one of the species

to be considered for inclusion in a Christmas tree plantation.
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Annual production reports on the western Montana
Christmas tree industry, put out by the Northern Rooky
Mountain Experiment Station of the United States Forest
Service, Missoula, Montana, furnish statistics on the amount
of production by counties from public and private land in
this region.

These reports also furnish information on the

market areas for the Montana production.
A statistical survey, also published by the Rocky
Mountain Experiment Station, and listing the acreage of
timber stand types in western Montana is the basic informa
tion used to determine the available lodgepole supply in
western Montana.
Charles A. #ellner and Arthur Roe recognize the
possibility of a future inadequate supply of Douglas-fir
Christmas tree stumpage in western Montana.

In an effort

to avert this situation they suggest a plan of management
that will lead to sustained yield of Douglas-fir Christmas
trees in the northern Rocky Mountains.

In their paper they

outline cultural operations and general practices necessary
to attain a sustained yield of Douglas-fir Christmas trees.

FIdLD STUDY
Method Used in Study
The field study vjas conducted in three parts.

The

first part involved recorded observations of the individual
trees.

The second part consisted of field observation of

tree cutting, yarding, inspection, and shipping.

In the

third part information was sought, by means of interviews
as well as through the available literature, on marketing
problems, on the lodgepole supply in western Montana, and
the effects of lodgepole Christmas tree cutting on stands.
Experimental Design of Individual Tree Study
The area selected for cutting of the experimental
trees is a portion of the Lubrecht Forest and Conservation
Experiment Station situated near Greenough, Montana, thirty
miles northeast of Missoula.

The stand from which these

trees were cut is located on State Highway 20, T 13N, R 15W,
Section 11.

This stand was included in a Christmas tree

sale to a local operator, Mr. Frank Lockwood.
Beginning October 28, 1949, the writer cut five
experimental trees each week.

This was continued until

December 1, 1949, at which time the last five trees were
cut.

The trees were yarded by hand to a common location

12
im the aam% #amier a%. aae4 by tha pradueer in haçidlin^ hia
saleable ty©es.^
At, the time, of^ ont tin#,, a metal, tag wa# placed on the
bo^,f of aa^, owefimenbaL trae. , The. ta^a, were..numbered from
one to thirty.
ont.

Tag nnmber one,,wa# attaohed. t® the first tree

The, tags,were then attached, conseoutiyely so as to, show

the relative time of cutting,
Each, tree was aiso, #arked with two strips of cloth* .
., .< '

■ .r

Î'-; CL*

I,

-i

è

.-s'

-,

vJ

C-',

-if

j V-' «

-L

■r. y.

i-

3» -1--' j.

A strip of red cloth was tied at. the, base of. what the writer
determined to be a representative branch‘d in the upper half
of the crown,, and a white atrip of cloth, was tied ©round, the
base of a representative branch in the lower half of the,
crown.
Immediately after, each tree was cut a color check was
made of:

the first foot of the leader: the. representative

branch in the top half; and the representative branch in the
bottom half.

R i ^ w a y ’s book of color standards was. used to

determine the color. (3)

In order to get a more accurate

check a needle of average color on the branch or leader was
compared to the color plate in the book.

Form A was used to

record these data.*®

1
f A. representative branch was one about average in
color and amount of foliage, for its half of the crown.
^ A copy of Form A is included in the Appendix.
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Coimaents ^ere also recorded about the general appear
ance of the tree, especially the degree to which the tree
-vas spotted with light or rusty colored needles.

This condi

tion, prevalent in some stands of lodgepole pine, has not
been attributed to any definite cause as yet.

Some foresters

think it is frost damage, while others think it is a needle
blight of undetermined nature.
The trees were hauled to Missoula on December 9, 1949,
and placed in shed storage et a forest nursery.^

The shed

was without heat, except for one or two days, and provided
only such shelter as might be had by Christmas trees during
shipment to Eastern markets,

/nother color check was made

the day the trees were placed in shed storage.
Originally the intention was to place all trees in
heated storage, simulating household conditions, after they
had undergone this shed storage for several weeks.

Difficulty

in finding heated storage space altered the original plans.
It was not possible to bring all of the trees that had been
stored under "shipping" conditions into heated interior condi
tions such as might be found in the homes of the Christmas
tree purchasers.

Instead twelve trees were taken and put

^ This nursery is a unit of the Montana Forest and
Conservation experiment station.
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through room conditions beginning December 19, 1949.

A

second group of ten was given the same treatment beginning
January 20, 1950.

The purpose in each case was to record

the changes under heated room conditions so as to draw some
conclusions as to suitability of the species for Christmas
trees.
A word should be said as to how the trees for the two
groups were selected.

The December 19th group consisted of

two trees from each of the six weeks of cutting.

The best

and the poorest trees from the standpoint of foliage amount
and color were taken.

The January 20th group consisted of

ten trees selected at random, most of them in the eight foot
class.
Ten of the trees in the December 19th group were placed
in room 304 of the Forestry School Building at Montana State
University.

This room is 8 feet wide, 14 feet long, and 12

feet high with a steam radiator at one end.

There was also

an 8 by 5 foot window which remained closed during the entire
period of the experiment.

This room was entered only by the

writer to make periodic color and needle fall checks.

Psy-

chrometer^ readings were taken twice daily, in the morning
and in the afternoon.

^ A device used to measure relative humidity and
temperature.

TEë fmmAlhlDg tv»ô of tE« twelve treèi were plàeed la
room 309 of the saniè 'buildiiig.

'tfhls robii is 2§ feet loag, 15

feet wide, aad 12 feet high with, a steam radiator.
has an 8 by 5 foot window*

It also

Since this room was being used by

the staff of the Forestry School periodical, there was consid
erable traffic in and out during that period of the experiment.
It is very possible that the temperature in this room fluc
tuated widely because of this uncontrollable traffic,
Ihe trees were placed in the rooms in an upright posi
tion leaning against the wall, and sufficiently separated so'
as to enable a needle fall count to be made for each tree.
The color and needle fall checks were made every third day
.

;r

‘

throughout the period.

.

_

'

;

„ .. I vT'

-;r .'-iC fi

The unit of needle fall was counted

as a single needle rather than the fascicle of two which is
the characteristic form in lodgepole pine.

In this experiment

the needle fall was obtained without any movement of the trees.
The trees in the December 19th group were left in
heated storage until January 18, 1950,

Two days later the

January 20th group of ten trees was placed in room 204, These
trees were treated in the same manner as the first group and
were left in heated storage until February 18, 1950,

This

ended the first part of the study which involved observation
of experimental trees for color change and needle fall.
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Observation of Lodsepole Pine Cnttin^, Yarding,
Inspection end Shipping
Cutting end .voods Yarding
The second part of the study, observation of Christmas
tree harvesting as it applies to lodgepole pine, -.vas made at
the only commercial lodgepole Christmas tree cutting in
«estern Montana.

The operator cut from several stands in

the Blackfoot valley, but the writer concentrated on a study
of the cutting made on Lubrecht Forest land near Greenough,
Montana.
Basically, lodgepole pine end Douglas-fir have many
variant characteristics.

Lodgepole has long^ needles and

heavy main branches with few lateral branches,

Douglas-fir

has short needles and light main branches with many lateral
branches.

These characteristics make the choice of a good

lodgepole Christmas tree very different from the choosing
of a Douglas-fir.

Fir cutters must be retrained before they

can be effectively used on a lodgepole operation.

The oper

ator involved in this study personally trained his cutters
in the field and then checked their ability after they had
cut on their own for a day.

Additional checks of this sort

S Usual length is l| to 2 inches

If
w@r@ rnaâ#

tba owttlmgiaea###

kfefi %h@

of

©ull t^ees cut to a minimum.
%*

area studtaàwa» afeout average in deaaitx of atack-

ing for a lodgepol# stand,®

The stand,was even aged& 21 years

oidr-Wf thidominantsi 2# t# 251feet high!a Extremely; thicki-portiem# Iof] the stand yielded -few #Wlstm#ai tree# beoau#etthe#
crowded icanditton does not allow the ^development o f ,a full
crown of good form;* Gnlyz dominants whose drowns have had a
chancedtoufilliouts fullyCcoaid.be-"taken. ’ The fringes of
these standi iand openings in the- stand were-.the better sources
of i.f-hristmâSKtreesâ'sft
Occurrence of rusty.spots on some trees, and an un
usually light color throughout in others^ wire prevalent
within the area studiedaj In.fact ^ this aria was considered
unfit for cutting when inspected.latej in .the summer of 1949.,
By October the stand had regained a. good enough color to
warrant cutting! but a number of the trees remained in poor
condition*

âs previously stated, the cause of this discolor

ation has^not been definitely detêfained.

The operator was

not certain as to■ekaitly'hèw'.lightt'Colcred'i tr## could be
and still hold up well during the; subséquent handling and
shipping.

Therefore# he conservatively took only a few trees

® Stocking was 1,310 trees per acre.
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of "fair" color that ^era exceptionally bushy end v;ell
formed.
The form of the trees cut by the operator was generally
good,

7

able.®

with a few having a narrower cone shape than is desir
The tops of taller trees growing in the open were

invariably of better formand heavier foliage.

Young

trees^

have a much narrower cone shape and present a thinner appear
ance.

An added attraction of many of the "top"^® trees is

the presence of cones.

Cones on a tree add a great deal to

its desirability as a Christmas tree.

It was also noted that

many good trees were from dry southwest slopes where growth
is slower and the trees bush out more.
In the over-all cut on the area studied^^ the operator
averaged about five trees per acre.

This is low compared to

a Douglas-fir cut and indicates slower cutting.

For example,

a cutter able to cut 200 Douglas-fir in a daycould only out
100 lodgepole pine a day.

See Photo 1 for illustration of good form.
8 See Photo S for illustration of fair form.
9 Those trees whose full height is utilized when cut.
10 Trees that are "long butted;" i.e., only the top
portion utilized.
Area of about 250 acres.
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PHOTOGRAPH I
LODGHPOLii PINH OF GOOD F0R1« /iND DENSITY
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PHOTOGRAPH 2
LODGaPCLA PINû OF FAIR FORM AND DENSITY
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The trees were hand yarded into small piles and later
loaded on trucks to be taken to the central yard located
about four miles from the railroad loading point at Clearwater
Crossing.
Central Yard Activities
The central yard was located in a grove of Ponderosa
pine that furnished considerable shade.
to minimize drying out of the trees.

Shade is desirable

Here the trees were

inspected, sorted for size, and then trucked to the railroad
cars.
Inspection of the trees is largely a process of reject
ing inferior trees and butting some of the larger trees down
to a smaller size.

This is necessary as most of the orders

are for six and eight foot trees.

The large size trees are

often excellent but their weight and consequent higher
freight cost makes the smaller trees more popular with ,Western
wholesalers.

Rejection of inferior trees is very important

to the producer, particularly since the sale of lodgepole pine
for Claristmas trees is in its embryonic stage.

By insuring

the kastern buyers a good tree the reputation of lodgepole
pine can be made.
After a tree is inspected end sorted into piles accord
ing to size, the butts are squared off and half the butt

2g

cut-surfae# paiiiteà,
a tree sizes

l’our colora are aseé, eacfii repreaentiiig

greea;la' 4 to 5| f@e%^ r e * ta 5§ to 7 feet ,

white iai 7 to 91 f eèt> an* telUe ie f toe 11? feet*

The pnrpose

of. thiW markim%': i»:?-1®» facilitate h###lih# h # size; cl amaaeé 1 ?
an® to iièatlf jà an* inapecte# tree
following* inapectlon^ markin#, an# cômntlng» the trees
are trueke® to the f ailfoà# ant lôàtid&fèf shipiient ®aat *
Lodgepole pines are not haled^ hat iàrè loaded into the cars
singly.* This procedure* is nécessarÿ heCanse-lodgepole have
heavy hranéhéS'^ahd-^ cannot-he haie#’with.''any' degree of saoCese.
Lodgepole must" alsO'"h# handled very care-fnliyai#' suh-zero*
temp#rathr@s as •the hranches* heè©mes*fhrittl#?g^4i hfeite e^ily.
j#prOzlmately: 1 »00# trees# depending upon* theirrsize,; can he
stacked into a-hon ear*

four to five thousand Douglas-fir

Can hoc loaded in an similar box car. s
Economic and Silvicultural Problems of Lodgepole-pine
Ohristmas Tree Production
Marketin#: .ofnLodgepole o
The marketing of the trees in the eastern areas
presents, an odd situatio# at th# present.

Lodgepole pine is

sold as Scotch pine because of its simllerity to, and of the
market demand for, the latter.

The trees are shipped to

dealers in Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, and Ohio.

The bulk

BIS

of the Scotch piife Market areas is shpplie# by Michigan
**wil(i gr«Mwn»’^^'Scotbh pine ân3 Pennsylvania? plantation grcwn
Scotch piney .
ke# price.

Pennsylvania pine reoeiva# the highest- marm

Êddgepole, howevero-versells th# Michigan^;7%ild

g r a m " Scotch, pine*.

The coter ofi\ th,® MicMgetf Scotch pine is

not as deep as the Montana lo%epol@.-

The Pennsylvania plan

tation Scot oh pine has a deeper color and? because ofe sheâring^^
is usually denser than the lodgepole
. y

The local producer », Mtc l^ank teoWopd * ships his. trees

T*o,b.;j.Missoula gun#):doe#)not differentiate between: sizeai of

j

ttees in his sale price.:-i Th# .prie# to;: wholesaters was
cents a tree f.o.bt Missoula.

The wholesalers in turn sell

the trees ,to: .:th#:ratailerSi at?:$1*^# ?t%
markets the tree for fa.50 to fd.OO,

;Th#ulatter t

An analysis of the costs

in harvesting::th®^trees.is caS::foHowsno
lé-y■Average stumpag# :.!.

coats s

B. .gost iof,,cutting ;3i;:::centn. perutree:v
3#

Hauling, costs .about. 6 ©tnts- per .tree for-,
average haul of not more than 20 miles

'*Wlld grown” in this cas# means planted stock left
untended, such as in windbreaks, etc.
13 Shearing is merely annual pruning to increase the
density of foliage.
Id Color comparisons based on Frank Lockwood’s personal
observation.
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4.

Shipping costs about 4 cents per tree

The total is 53.5 cents per tree.

There is the possibility

of larger profit for the producer by selling directly to the
retailer.

This would also eliminate the middle man v^ho can

play the Christmas tree market in good years forcing the
Western producers to sell their trees at extremely reduced
prices.

This is possible where the producer receives only a

small deposit from the wholesaler who can then wait to see how
many free lance carloads are placed on the market.

If there

is a sufficient number then the wholesaler can force the
producer to lower his price by threats to forfeit the deposit
and buy other trees at lower prices.
Direct contact with the retailer makes it much easier
to get customer reaction and build up a satisfied clientele.
To insure this relationship Mr. Lockwood, for example, makes
a trip Last in the spring and contacts his customers personally.
By doing this he gets first hand knowledge of what type of
tree is desired and he also has the invaluable personal con
tact with his customers.

He visits possible future customers,

shows photographs of the type of tree he cuts, and attempts
to gain orders for the fall season.

During the 1949 season

he received orders from some new customers but was unable to
fill them as they came too late in the cutting season to make
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arrangements for additional stumpage and labor supply.

Mr.

Lockrwood hopes eventually to make all of his sales direct to
the retailing concerns.
Supply of Lodgepole Pine
This producer has no qualms about the lodgepole pine
supply, but is concerned about the accessibility of this
supply.

In this area lodgepole is generally found at eleva

tions of 3,000 feet and up Aith the better trees at 5,000 feet
and above.

This altitude is not excessive, but in years of

heavy fall snows there ’would be increased difficulty in gain
ing access to some of the stands of higher elevation.

In

addition lodgepole pine has been of little economic value in
the past and consequently few roads have been built into
lodgepole stands.

The increased use of lodgepole for power

poles has helped this situation in some cases when areas of
mature lodgepole are intermingled with younger stands.

The

future importance of lodgepole as a pulp species will improve
the situation still further.

Cutting of lodgepole for pulp

is now being carried on near ,/hite Sulphur Springs, Montana,
east of the Continental Divide.

If a market develops west

of the Divide, the problem of accessibility in this area will
be materially reduced.

At present there are a sufficient

number of young lodgepole stands near existing roads in the

2#
Miasoulâ ar@a tck carry the industry at its anticipated rate
of development for some time to come.
In western Montana alone the acreage in lodgepole pine
type is very nearly the same; an the areas of larch, Douglas-fir,
and Douglas-fir types combined.

The extent of the acreages

is given in Table I.
mivioulture
The silvicultural system most desirable for lodgepole
pine is clear cutting*

In this system the trees removed in

thinnings that are suitable for Christmas trees would be help
ful in defraying the cost of thinning.

The clear cutting

system in Ipdgfpole, to be économieally feasible, must.have,
a market for small diameter material.

Since no extensive

market now exists for small diameter lodgepole in western
Montana, most of the cutting is " s e l e c t i v e . T h i s selec
tive cutting is mainly for transmission poles, posts, stulls,
cabin logs, and sawtimber.

l’or products of this sort only

3CC-4#(1 trees per acre should be the stocking at maturity.

Selective in that special products are cut
and not to be confused with the selection system of
silviculture.
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iiCRiilS /toSTiSiRN MONTÆÎA

Stages

Larch Douglas-fir
plus
Douglas-fir types

Sawtimber

lodgepole pine
type

1,235,000

96,000

Pole size^*^

830,000

1,303,000

Seedling and sapling^^

668,000

713,300

2,733,500

2,113,600

Total

15 Pole size— plurality of the total cubic-foot volume
is in trees five inches over.
15 Seedling sapling— plurality of the total cubic-foot
volume is in trees less than five inches in diameter.
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In viavtf of the fact that young lodgepole pine stands
are extremely dens©^® and the number of trees per acre needed
to produce the special products now being cut from lodgepole
stands^ in western Montana is only 300-400* it seems logical
to conclude that the five trees cut for Christmas trees will
do no harm.
If a market should develop in western Montana for
lodgepole pulp then very probably the clear cutting system
will be used.

In this case there might be a possibility of

marketing the tops of some of the trees cut for pulp as
Christmas t r e e s , T h i s ,

of course, would depend upon the

ability of a land manager to schedule his pulp cutting in
the fall.

At any rate, the number of trees obtained in this

fashion regardless of whether the pulp cutting were concen
trated in the fall or not would increase the revenue of tne
land and give more complete utilization of the trees,
A more intensive type of silviculture could be prac
ticed in the form of lodgepole pine Christmas tree farming
if the market ever develops enough to make this practical.

Mason (12) cites an example of a seventy-year old
lodgepole pine stand having 101,000 seedlings per acre.
suggested by Blair hutchinson, Division of forest
économies, of bnited States Forest bervice, Missoula,
-font ana.
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No work has been done on the possible cultural practices such
as are now used in Douglas-fir Christmas tree farming but with
that as a basis similar practices could be developed for
lodgepole.

The rate of growth of lodgepole is rapid as a

seedling and it will grow on very poor soils.

Lodgepole is

subject to heavy mistletoe (Arceuthobium americanum Nutt.)
damage, but this can be controlled by cutting practices. (11)
The mountain pine beetle does its damage in older stands and
the maintenance of young vigorous stands seems the best way
of combating the beetle. (11)
From the limited available information on lodgepole
pine it appears that lodgepole Christmas tree harvesting can
be done in young lodgepole stands without silvicultural dis
advantage.^0
The eventual appreciation of lodgepole Christmas tree
farming will have to wait the development of a strong lodge
pole Christmas tree market.

There has been no work done in

raising young lodgepole for this purpose; however, the writer
believes that there is no apparent reason why this farming
could not be successful.

The 1949 cutting on the Lubrecht Forest averaged
only five trees per acre out of a maximum stocking of 1,310.

J N M J B I S 0® FIILB
Explanation of Charts
The résulte of th# color Ghock# arte, chartei {ohar^t» 5, thrpugji, g.4}‘ for the entire perlote o # the: experiment.

IW

setting, up the, ohmrt#, Ittiw®s; not: possible to reproluee ther *
colors: In Bldgway's-book.

Feeling that herely naming the

colors- would not. bea satisf actory, ■the. writer arbitrarily set
up three categories of color:

"good” } "fair"; and "poor.”

The limits of these classifications are based on the writer’s
conception^ of the color desiréte I m & Ohristmas tree.

This

classification Is not meant to be a criterion but merely a
general guide to fit the majority of cases.

It was noticed

that the color changes were consistent from tree to tree and
progressed downward In the manner the writer originally anti
cipated that they would; I.e.* from a color placed high In a
good or fair position to a less desirable color.

In other

words* the colors were placed^ln aiscale that Indicated
deterioration with a downward progression on the chart.

In

making up the charts, eleven atypical color checks were elim
inated from the total of 85S.

This “conception was based on market demand as
Interpreted by Loekweodf
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The two groups are analyzed separately because of their
P
different shed storage times,'' Another modification is the
use of checks of the upper and lower half of the tree as a
basic indication of tree color.

This is done as the leaders

in the majority of trees in both groups showed a more rapid
and severe color loss than the rest of the tree and yet repre
sent such a small portion of the tree.

In view of this the

leaders will be given a separate discussion.
December 19th Group
Field Storage
Only one tree (Tree No. 6) showed any color loss
during the field storage period.

This color loss was so

slight as to be detected only by the use of color charts and
is not significant in itself, but as brought out by tiie over
all analysis, shows the start of consistant color loss.
Shed Storage
During the shed storage period of ten days, four trees
(Tree Nos. 6, 16, 20, and 24) showed à slight color loss.
This color loss was also so slight as to be insignificant in

2 Shed storage of 10 days for the December 19th group;
42 days shed storage for the January 20th group.
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itself but later analysis shows trees 6, 20, and 24 continued
their color loss, finally ending in the fair range.
Heated Storage
Table I brings out the time it took for the trees to
pass from one color range to a lower one in heated storage.
The trees seem to average about 26 days from good to fair.
Trees three and five took rapid drops into the poor range.
Tree number 25, listed as fair when cut, held fair color for
only 21 days.

This may indicate that although subjected to

shorter field storage time, the lighter color trees tend to
a more rapid color loss than deeper color trees.

After being

placed in heated storage the trees averaged ten days before
any color loss began.

It should be emphasized that a color

loss is so slight that only by careful use of a graded color
scale could the change be detected.
After the trees were put in heated storage, they varied
individually, as Table III shows, from 4 days (Tree No. 25)
to 19 days (Tree No. 13) before any color loss took place.
There seems to be no correlation between the time taken for
this first color loss and the period the trees had been held
in field and shed storage.

But tree number 25, the first

tree to show color loss, had the lightest color to begin with.

Notiis takem oi. the géntrsl appearanc#

0f

trees at

the time of the color checks show that no rusty spots were
ohseryed during the heated storage period.

A few lighter

spots were noted close to the hole in the lower half of three
of the trees, (free Nos, 6, 25, and 29.)
"lëaier‘
‘'è@lôr for Neated 'Storage lériôd
Color cheeks on the leaders of the December 19th group
of trees generally followed a sharper downward trend than the
top half and lower half checks.

In nine of the trees the

leaders lost color faster and had reached a lighter color than
the rest of the tree when the checks were ended.

This might

be attributed to youthfulness of the leader growth or to its
^

position in a slightly warmer atmosphere in the heated stor*»
age than the remainder of the fre#i'
Conditiohs in Hiated Stofage
The conditions of heat and humidity to which the trees
were exposed were probably well in excess of conditions in
the average consumer’s home. The average temperature for the
thirty days was 84°F., with a maximum of 93®f.

The average

humidity was 14 per cent with a maximum of 25 per cent and
a minimum of 10 per cent*
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Color loss" for Entirô Porlêtf of ÉÈpeflAemt
Tabla II shows how the first twelve trees (December
19th Group) fared for the entire period of the experiment.
The tree numbers are indicative of the order of cutting and
by this it can be seen that generally the trees cut during the
first few weeks held their'color for a longer period of time;
however, once color change set in, these trees changed color
more rapidly and went to lower levels than the trees out at
a later date.

The time required for the color change to set

in during heated storage was of suOh. long duration as to give
no significance, for all practical purposes, to the length
Of time these grees were in field and shed storage after cut
ting.
Needle Fall
The needle fall on the December 19th group of trees
was negligible.

The average needle fall for the period of

heated storage was £3 single needles per tree*

The maximum

of 70 occurred in tree^number 3 and the minimum of 10 in
tree"number' l#. J-'-Ji# previously 'state#; ^this 'needle fall:':###
recorded without any disturiénce of^ the trees*

The results

steted give, only a general idea of the amount of fall to be
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expected of a tree in use as some of the trees shed heavily
when handled upon removal from the room.

This indicates

that 30 days under the conditions of heated storage is a
maximum to which the trees should be exposed.

Notes on the

general appearance of the trees show that after 18 days in
heated storage the upper crown needles become brittle and
after 22 days, all the trees but numbers 16 and 13 manifested
excessive desiccation by the presence of brittle needles
throughout the crown, especially in the upper half.
J anuary 20 th Group
Field Storage
Only one tree (Tree No, 4) showed any change during
the field storage period and because this change was slight
and occurred in the leader, the writer feels it is of little
significance.
Shed Storage
The January 20th group of ten trees was kept in shed
storage for 42 days before being placed in heated storage.
This group showed considerable more color loss during shed

3 Up to 25 per cent of the foliage in some cases.
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storage than did the December 19th group in its 10 day shed
storage period.

Three of the trees (Tree Nos. 10, 15, and

20) lost the most color but remained in the good range.

It

is possible that these three trees were on top of the pile
when stored in the shed.

If so, they were exposed to sun

through a west exposure window and this may have had some
effect.
Heated Storage
Table IV corresponds to Table I in showing the time
for color loss during heated storage.

The average time for

the 10 trees to pass from good to fair color was 21 days with
a maximum of 27

days for tree 15 and a minimum of 16 days for

tree 4.

10 trees in this group 7 were in the poor

Of the

range when the heated storage period ended.
for these seven

trees to pass

The average time

from fair to poor color wassix

days with a maximum of 9

daysfor tree 10 and a minimum of 3

days for trees 2 and 30.

This Table shows no definite cor

relation between the time a tree was cut and the way it lost
color in heated storage.
Table VI shows the number of days before first change
after the trees were placed in heated storage.

This Table

indicates there is a correlation between the time of cutting
and the time taken before the first color loss in heated

m
storage*

The tree# out Iaté ia th# cuttlhg period (trees

31, 23, and 30) held color longer without a loss when placed
in heated storage than the trees out early in the cutting pe
riod (Trees 1, 3, 4, and 10.).
Botes taken at the time of the color checks during the
heated storage period^ show that light spots began appearing
on some of the trees 11 days after the beginning of heated
storage.

These light spots became rusty after 33 days in

heated storage and wheh thé heated storage period ended, trees
1, 4, 15, 10, and 31 possessed bad rusty spots, mainly near
th# boles.

#

th@ end of the heated #tofa^@ period trees 3,

4*, and 21, had,badly dr-ooping lower.
Léader Color for Heated Storage
The leaders of th# January 20th group showed the same
general trend as those of the December 19th group.

The leaders

started at a lighter color and lost color faster during heated
storage than the rest of the tree.

At.the close of the heated

storage period the leaders of seven of the ten trees showed
a lighter color than the rest of the tree.. The possible causes
listed for the December 19th group would also be applicable
here.
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Ooîiàt'IiôQS la Hiatt® Stôrag®
The conditions of heat and humidity during the heated
storage period of the January 20th group were very nearly
the same as those experienced by the December 19th group.
Thé average temperaturè was Ôè^F., with a maximum of 950F.,
and a minimum of„680F.

The., average humidity wat 15 per

cent and a minimum of 10 per cent.
Color. Doss for Entire Feriod of Experiment
Tàble V" showâ how the ten tfeii-of the Janüàrÿ 20th
grodf-fared for the entife'feriod of thé experiment.^ In
this group thfte ’of thé-last trees 'cut showed'poor"color*at
the end of 'heated storage*and three trees out during^thi '
middle Of the cutting period showed fair color at the end of
thiehfeatei storage period; •sThe remaining- four,treesi Out at
the beginning of the cutting period; checked poor when re
moved from heated?it a r a g e Ceneraily?-the 'linger'-' she# stsfage
time seems h o -have:-affee ted -thé.: rate.."of cilor^lis# of'-''th#?'trees when pla##d in hèatedj storages

TMâ? is -apparent in ?

the -rapid -color;-'loss of hh®» trees and -the »f a# t 'thàt seréâ ®#
the tea trees checked poor when remtvtft from heated storage#
Needle Fall
The needle fall was practically negligible in the
January 20th group also, with an average of 30 single needles

3S
r trfesj»

The œaximuii .vas 96 (Tree 4} anà tae r àiiimmi vias

3 (Tree 15),

la in the January 201h arc au the aa trees ahed

vary laa/tly upon removal after ES iaja

o T

h.aatel gtorfaac

The trees generally ahOvved signa oh erying o

u

layr after

t.lisy uere yut in m a t e d storage.
Color L o 3 u cf ^ill experimental Tieos
The analysis cf the color die oka for all the tieos
shoa considerable variance in the rate of color loss and,
degree of color loss between individual trees,

For thi,s

reo.;:::n it is not possible to make any general statenunt as
to the enact rate and degree of color loss for lodgepole.
This nil.} vary uith the individual tree, u<,;,rha;:s in relation
to the tree vigor, as the trees that ne Id up ')est in the
experiüîent ner-o noted to possess very dense foliage.

The

analysis does indicate, hcAOver, that Icuae^ole pine can bo
Cw.t xn,i ly ill the season and snipp ed ...eng llstaucas to
-Carkets without a.^rious uoas of color.

...stern

The batted storage

ra,.v...lts in..,ioate ti.ut lodgepole aill fulfill Christens tree
r.a,^u.ia.-;:,;onx^ a..ils,

Tha cTorago 3.a;:ic.tires tree 1

to Ca un^cr home londitious lor only o m
av.ïim^e.

111 aS'U; griupa of

expected

to t.vo uOaUa .ii tne

iirilLeftal tr.eS th„..i fi...e

rec ..hr-.r.-.a,.-t ,;u.s urjt ûxi too bnsis cf color and a..^.die fall.
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The one caution is that light colored and spotted
trees should not be cut as they are poor risks

andwill dete

riorate faster than normal trees.
To get some personal indication of the desirability of
lodgepole pine as a Christmas tree, the writer and Professor
Paul Bruns used this species in their homes.

Professor Bruns

used number 8 of the experimental trees and the writer used
the tree pictured in Photograph I.
The writer, who had previously used Douglas-fir as a
Ohristmas tree, found the lodgepole equally as attractive
and received many compliments on its appearance from visitors.
The tree proved easy to decorate, the

branches holdingup

especially well under many strings of lights.
The tree was cut three weeks before Christmas and
stored outside until December 20th at which time it was placed
in the house.

The tree was taken down December 27th, 1949,

There was very little needle fall during the decoration and
the period of use.

The only undesirable feature of the tree

was the amount of pitch accumulation on the branches.
Professor Bruns reported much the same favorable re
action with his tree which was of decidedly less dense foliage.

^ A tree comparable to Photo 2.
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In spite of this he found that after decoration the tree was
very satisfactory.

This tree was cut November 3rd, 1949, and

stored in the field until December 9, 1949,

It was then

brought to Missoula and placed in shed storage.

Professor

Bruns erected the tree in his home on December 24, 1949,

The

tree was removed on January 4, 1950.
This tree had good color when cut and when checked after
removal from Professor Bruns’ home, no change was noted.
During the period the tree was in the house a total
needle fall of 50 single needles was recorded.^
in the house varied from 45°F., to 73°F.

Temperature

No humidity read

ings were available.
The results of the local use of these two individual
trees are presented as an indication of possible public re
action to the use of lodgepole pine for Christmas trees.

5

This needle fall is so small a portion of the total
needles as to be insignificant.
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T/>J3Lü II

COLOR C E Æ G ^ FOR E^ATLD STûRAGL PERIOD
DüCEiffîER 19th GROUP

Tree No.

29

Start

good

Days from good
to fair range

---

27

good

—

16

good

———'

13

Days from fair
to poor range

.

good

24

good

27

20

good

25

11

good

31

7

good

26

6

good

23

5

good

26

2

3

good

24

3

85

good

————

21
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T-ABLE III
COLOR CHANGE FOR ENTIRE PERIOD OF EXPERIMENT
DSCmîBSR 19th GROUP

Tree No.

Start

Ead

29

good

good

27

good

good

16

good

good

13

good

good

24

good

fair

20

good

fair

11

good

fair

7

good

fair

6

good

fair

5

good

poor

3

good

poor

25

fair

poor
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TifflLa IV

Tim

TO FIRST COLOR LOSS IN KLATFD STORAGE
DFCmiBSR 19th GROUP

Tree No.

Number of days
to first change

39

9

27

9

25

4

24

15

20

5

16

16

13

19

11

11

7

5

6

11

5

10

3

8
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TABLE

V

COLOR G H M G S FOR HEATED STORAGE PERIOD
JAITOARY GROUP

Tree No.

Start

Days from
good to fair

Days from
fair to poor

30

good

25

3

23

good

22

4

21

good

17

7

18

good

26

---

15

good

27

—

12

good

25

10

good

17

9

4

good

16

8

2

good

21

3

1

good

17

5

—
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TABLE VI

COLOR CHANGE FOR ENTIRE PERIOD OF EXPERIMENT
JANUARY 20th GROUP

Tree No,

Start

End

30

good

poor

23

good

poor

21

good

poor

18

good

fair

15

good

fair

12

good

fair

10

good

poor

4

good

poor

2

good

poor

1

good

poor
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TABUli VII

Tim

TO FIRST COLOR LOSS IN liEATSD STORAGF
JimiARY GROUP

Tree No.

Number of days
to first change

30

18

23

12

21

11

18

18

15

25

12

18

10

9

4

9

2

4

1

5

CONCLUSIONS
The study indicates that lodgepole pine has several
inherent characteristics that favor or detract from its value
as a Christmas tree.

There are economic and silvicultural

considerations, as brought out in the study, that influence
a decision as to the expansion of the lodgepole Christmas tree
market.

These conclusions are summarized as follows:
I.

Physiological characteristics
A.

Favorable
1.

Lodgepole will hold its needles for a
sufficient length of time under the wide
variety of conditions a Christmas tree
is subject to.

2.

Lodgepole will retain its color long
enough to serve as a Christmas tree.

B.

Unfavorable
1.

The original color of lodgepole pine is
not as deep a shade of green as is most
desirable in a Christmas tree,

2.

There is a somewhat greater amount of
resin deposited on the branches and bole
of lodgepole than Douglas-fir, which is a
relative disadvantage in decoration.
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II.

Morphological
A,

Favorable
1.

Heavy branches permit use of many and
heavy decorations.

2.

Lodgepole pine has generally good conical
form with fair density.

B.

Unfavorable
1.

Heavy branches reduce capacity of freight
cars, increase breakage in extremely cold
weather and increase weight per tree as
against Douglas-fir.

III.

Silvicultural
A.

Favorable
1.

Average cut of five trees per acre is so
low as to suggest no damage to the future
yield of lodgepole pine stands.

Number of

trees taken are far fewer than will be
taken in thinnings designed for maximum
growth rates of lodgepole pine.

Christmas

tree cuttings remove full crowned trees
of good vigor while trees of good form for
lumber purposes need to be vigorous but
preferably of shorter crown length.
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B.

Unfavorable
1.

Danger of exposing stand by removing too
many trees from the edges, as these pro
tective edge trees have full crowns.

Also

in some places, as along roads, the cutting
of edge trees may be aesthetically undesir
able .
IV.

Economic
A.

Favorable
1.

Lodgepole pine stumpage is plentiful and
present value lovj because of limited
utilization.

2.

Possibility of tying in lodgepole Christmas
tree cutting with some future pulp opera
tion by using some tops of trees cut for
pulp, as Christmas trees.

3.

Past lodgepole Christmas tree cuttings
have proven economically feasible.

4.

Diversification of Christmas tree production
(use of a species to supplement Douglasfir) may be of economic advantage to the
western Montana industry.

SUlÆvîiiHY
During the past two years a few carloads of lodgepole
pine Christmas trees have been shipped from western Montana,
This points to the possible development of an additional
Christmas tree species, which would be an asset to the western
Montana Christmas tree industry,

^ven were the quality of

Douglas-fir Christmas trees to be maintained, a diversified
demand is developing in some areas of the national market
through the introduction of Scotch pine.

Lodgepole pine is

similar to this species in needle length and form.

A study

was therefore made of the suitability of lodgepole pine as a
Christmas tree.

This study was made from the standpoints of

the usual criteria used in judging Christmas trees; namely,
color of foliage, form and density of foliage, and needle
retention.
One part of the study was an experiment with 30 lodge
pole pines.

These trees were harvested and subjected to

conditions similar to those encountered by lodgepole pine
Christmas trees shipped to Lastern markets.

The experiment

was designed to determine the rate and degree of color loss
and the naedle-holding ability of lodgepole pine.

Records

based on standard color charts were made of the color loss
and notes were taken on the needle fall.

Tables were used
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to summarize the information gleaned from detailed charts pre
pared to show the extent and time involved in color changes
under various conditions of unheated and heated storage.
Observation of Mr, Frank Lockwood’s operation, the
only commercial lodgepole pine Christmas tree cutting in
western Montana in 1949, provided information on economic and
silvicultural considerations in lodgepole cuttings.

Notes

on tree form and density of foliage were taken from observa
tions of the lodgepole pines he shipped to Eastern markets.
Number of trees cut per acre and break-down of harvesting
and shipping costs were obtained from this commercial operator,
Mr. Lockwood was also used as a source of valuable informa
tion on the practices of marketing lodgepole.
United States Forest Service statistics were used as
a basis in determining the possible supply of lodgepole pine
in western Montana, and its relation to the possible future
development of lodgepole pine as a supplementary species in
the regional Christmas tree industry.
The results of the use of lodgepole in homes were
recorded.

These observations were used as a more personal

indication of possible public opinion to supplement reports
of the results of lodgepole pine use for this purpose as
expressed by commercial buyers in the midwest.
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The results of the study indicate that lodgepole pine
can meet the numerous requirements of a Christmas tree in
cutting, shipping, and use.

Its further development in this

use should be seriously undertaken.
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